Adrian Norvid's Von Adrian Norvid

WHAT THE F**K AM I DOING IN BAVARIA?

WAS ZUM Teufel mache ich in BAYERN?

ES IST SO GUT

Fast Zweisprachig Sort of Bilingual

Das Widerwillig Wohnsitz

Reluctant Residency
EIN TYPISCHER TAG AT THE KUNSTLERHAUS RESIDENCY

EVEN THOUGH YOU ARE ALMOST THE ONLY ONE THERE, THERE IS ENOUGH KITCHEN STUFF TO FEED A VERY BIG PARTY YOUR FIRST TASK IS TO CHOOSE SUITABLE CROCKERY FROM A CAST OF THOUSANDS

YOU ARE GOING TO LOVE THIS ONE, IT'S A FESTIVAL OF GLOOM AND OPEN PIT MINING. I'LL BE BACK IN 12 HOURS

THANKS A LOT DAGMAR

DAGMAR, THE ONLY OTHER PERSON APPEARS REGULARLY OUT OF THE GLOOM AND HANDS YOU A CATALOGUE ABOUT BLACK THINGS OR SOLITUDE

ALLEIN, GANZ ALLEIN

DAGMAR'S AFTERNOON OFF

MADE IN BAVARIA

70's GOD FUCKING AWFUL DERANGED FLORAL GEOMETRIC DESIGN

BY THE WAY, THIS IS A BAVARIAN LATE 20TH CENTURY TREASURE HOARD

CHEESE CAME OF COURSE

LET ME EAT HIM

ADRIANS AFTERNOON OFF
I am acquainted with Daumier

My artistic skill is put to the test: I make myself very useful by helping the staff from the Kunstlerhaus hang a poster.

It's correct.

Yes, not fucking right.

A very fulsome day.

I am just embroidering the heavens on this piece of black velvet.

Oh! Right, Dagmar. I am just shoving this piece of chocotarte into my enormously fat stomach.

Amazing symmetry.

Cassiopeia (or something).

Dagmar makes a brief appearance.
WHAT NOT TO ORDER

WEISS OF COURSE

YOU GONNA REGRET IT

A LOT OF WEISSBIERS LATER

OH FUCKING HELL, IT'S FRIDAY

THE GIANT BACON IS BROUGHT OUT

WE HAVE BEEN SMOKING IT FOR 75 JAHREN IT WAS MEIN GROSSVATER SCHWEIN

DO YOU WANT A NUT ADRIAN

HERREN

I WAS JUST GOING TO HAVE A PEE ACTUALLY IN THE SPOTLESS BAVARIAN TOILET

WERE GIANT MUSHROOMS AND WE'RE JUST HANGING OUT ON THE WAY TO THE TOILETTEN
Bayrischer Anomalien

Thanks Sarah Kay

What are you doing in Bavaria?

I'm making fucking tea for everyone and looking a bit like a juvenile Queen Victoria. What else?

It is very impractical and, frankly, unsexy

Afro-Bavarian Punk

Sarah Kay

Whoah! Guy, killer hair